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Route planning: Choreography diagram

Figure 4.3: WP4 Choreography Specification

Figure 4.4: WP4 Traffic Estimation Sub-Choreography Specification

BS-MAP represents a service that supports ND while accessing digital maps. Map information

can be both local and on-demand through Internet access. BS-MAP is used for accessing the

Google Maps and NOKIA HERE Maps services.

TRVC represents one of the services offered by Trafikverket1 (the Swedish national road ad-

ministration) that allows for collecting route-related information (e.g., traffic load, road conditions,

accidents, etc.) from different sources.

DTS-TRV-ACC represents a service that provides up-to-date accident related information.

The choreography is triggered by the driver upon inserting both origin and destination through the

Navigation Device (ND). After receiving origin and destination information from ND, the BS-MAP ser-

vice invokes in parallel the services DTS-GOOGLE and DTS-HERE (see the parallel branch repre-

sented as an rhombus marked with a “+” with two outgoing arrows). These services both serves to

retrieve available routes from the origin to the destination. When done, the related parallel flows are

joined to synchronize on the production of the set of available routes (see the merging branch repre-

sented as an rhombus marked with a “+” with two incoming arrows). Upon receiving the set of available

routes, BS-MAP determines if they are enough (see the conditional branching represented as a rhom-

bus marked with a “x”): (i) in the positive case, it triggers the (simplified version of the) Traffic Estimation

sub-choreography to estimate the traffic situation by checking the presence of accidents along the deter-

mined routes (see Figure 4.4); (ii) in the negative case, the BS-MAP service re-invokes DTS-GOOGLE

and DTS-HERE to determine other routes. When traffic information is calculated for each route, these

are displayed into the ND in order to suggest the most eco-friendly routes to the Driver. Then, the

simplified version of the choreography we are considering here terminates.

For the sake of presentation, in Figure 4.3, input/output messages of tasks are not shown although

they are internally handled by the CHOReVOLUTION synthesis processor according to their XML

Schema type definition in the WSDL. For instance, considering the first task labeled with “Send Ori-

gin and Destination”, the XML Schema type of the input message is as follows:

Listing 4.1: Type structure of the input message of the “Send Origin and Destination” task

< xsd:schema version= ” 1.0 ” targetNamespace= ” h t t p : / / cho revo lu t ion . d is im . univaq . i t / ”>

< xsd:complexType name= ” sendOr ig inAndDest inat ionRequest ”>

1ht t p: / / www. t r af i kver ket . se/ en/
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Figure 4.3: WP4 Choreography Specification

Figure 4.4: WP4 Traffic Estimation Sub-Choreography Specification
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1ht t p: / / www. t r af i kver ket . se/ en/
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sub-choreography diagram
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Route planning: Service coordination

Web Services calls

Legend
1. ND
2. BS-MAP
3. DTS-GOOGLE
4. DTS-HERE
5. TRVC
6. DTS-TRV-ACC

ND

DTS-HEREBS-MAPTRVC

DTS-TRV-ACC DTS-GOOGLE
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Route planning: BS-MAP to DTS-GOOGLE

GET 
/directions/{origin}/{destination}

 BS-Map interacts using the SOAP protocol

 DTS-GOOGLE interacts using the REST protocol 

 The eVolution Service Bus (VSB) enables the interconnection 
of services running on different protocols 

BS-MAP

DTS GOOGLE
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VSB Architecture



Steps to interconnect BS-MAP and DTS-
GOOGLE services 
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(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Service Interface 
description

The Synthesis Processor
interacts to the 

VSB Manager providing:

war     artifact
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BS-MAP to DTS-GOOGLE

BC

RESTSOAP

requestRoute (origin, dest)

BS-MAP

DTS GOOGLE

"operation": {
“type": "two_way",  
"role": “server”,
"scope": ”GET /directions/{origin}/{dest}”,
"get_data”: “origin”, “destination”
"post_data": ”Route”

….

<service name="BindingComponent">
<soap:address location=
"http://localhost:8888/BindingComponent"/>
</service>
<operation name="routeRequest">
<input …. />
<output …. />
</operation>
….
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Route planning: Service coordination 
using the BC

Web Services calls

Legend
1. ND
2. BS-MAP
3. DTS-GOOGLE
4. DTS-HERE
5. TRVC
6. DTS-TRV-ACC

ND

DTS-HEREBS-MAPTRVC

DTS-TRV-ACC DTS-GOOGLE

BC
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